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Fees
Not afraid to take the trey
increase,
again
By Luis Vicuña III, Staff Reporter
Luis_Vicuña@csumb.edu

By Kimber Solana, StaffReporter
KlMBERREY_S0LANA@CSUMB.EDU

Another year, another fee
increase for the 23 cam
puses in the California State
University system. With a 15-3
vote, the CSU Board of Trustees
has approved a tuition hike of
8 percent for undergraduates and
10 percent for graduate students.
The three people who voted
against the fee increase were
Trustee Ricardo Icaza, Lt. Gov.
Cruz Bustamante, and the student
Trustee Eric Guerra.
“The student voice said ‘no’
to the tuition increase. The truth
is, we just can’t afford it,” said
Associated Students President
Yuri Beckelman.
This latest increase will add
another $186 to undergradu
ates and another $282 for
graduate students attend
ing CSUMB. In addition
to the fee increase, a minimum
of $427 is now the mandatory
campus fee.
Joan Weiner, News and Public
Information Officer at CSUMB,
said, “I say ‘at least’ because
there’s the possibility that the cam
pus-based mandatory fees could
rise a little.” In the end, students
will now have to pay $2,947 or
more to register for their classes in
the next academic year.
Mary Alison Higi, an ESSP
sophomore, is disappointed of the
recent fee increase. “I feel that it
sucks because public schools and
education should be financially
accessible to everyone,” Higi
explained. “Even though it’s a
FEES continued on page 5

Walk
into
the gym after

6 p.m.
and
chances are you
will find Natalie
Franka working
diligently to fine
tune her shot.
“Just shoot.”
That is the phi
losophy of the
sophomore team
captain as she
leads the wom
en’s
basketball
team toward the
start of the 20042005
CSUMB
basketball season.
Franka’s face lit
up as she talked about
her passion. “I love to
shoot; I love offense,”

Franka said. “You work so hard
on defense that you want to
reward yourself on the other
end and score some points. I
love to shoot.”
Franka’s size and strength
allows her to play inside and out.
The 5’8” guard complements a
nice outside touch with the ability
to take it to the hole or post up
smaller guards down low.
Senior
center
Veronica
Newsome said, “She plays hard.
She is not afraid to bang for a
guard. Some guards are afraid but
she goes right to it.” Newsome
added that Franka is a talented
player' who takes on a lot of
responsibility on defense.
As one of only three return
ing starters from last year’s team,
Franka is one of the important
keys to the Otter’s season. Her
leadership abilities will help guide
the team into the highly competi
tive NCAA Division II.
“Natalie is an all around great
player,” said Karly Castro.

“Her abilities and her atti
tude on the court pull the
team together. She is really
strong and aggressive and
takes charge. That’s what we
need on the team. She is our
center, our nucleus that holds
everyone together.”
Last year as a firstyear freshman, Franka
started every con
ference game and
helped the Otters

reach the playoffs
for the first time in
school history. On top
of last year’s success, Franka,
along with sophomore forward
Michele Hale, became the
first women in the history of
CSUMB to make the Cal-Pac
Conference All-Freshmen Team.
“This year she is going to play a
big role for us,” said Head Coach
Amber Magner.
Franka did not actually pick
up a basketball until right before
FRANKA continued on page 8
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Sunken ship for the future of artistic expression
By Adam Joseph, StaffReporter
Adam_Joseph@csumb.edu

Sometime between Friday Nov.
12 and Saturday morning an art
display of a wooden sailboat titled
as “Bush & Crew, SS Poison”
was found intentionally demol
ished beyond repair in front of the
Visual Public Arts Building in the
middle of the parking lot.
One of the VPA’s founding
faculty, Johanna Poethig had
assigned to one of her fall classes
an art assignment that responds to
“the war or current events.”
VPA junior, Mark Erickson,
went to work diligently, building

a wooden sailboat from scratch
that had written on the boat’s
side, “Poison” and on the back,
“Bush & Crew.” An art install
ment intended to represent Mark’s
political opinion that the “Bush
administration should be sent out
to sea, and a new administration
should be brought in from sea.”
Devastation circulated through
out the VPA faculty as well as the
VPA students. Initially, the wind
was thought to have been the
culprit but upon further inspec
tion Poethig reported that, “it was
clearly an aggressive, planned
SHIP continued on page 5

The political vessel was destroyed in public, yet no one knows
who is responsible.
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News
Giving “Hone” to
California education

New majors, minors
present new options
By Adam Joseph, StaffReporter

By Cristina Medina, StaffReporter

It is also designed to include challenging
Martha_Medina@csumb .edu
college introductory programs for students
as well as challenging academic programs
California has a new plan to convert run at high school level.
down abandoned houses and warehouses
The Sacramento Bee mentioned that
into hope for college students.
Proposition 60A is related to surplus prop
State Treasurer Philip Angelides was erty of the state of California, and could be
joined recently by educators and real considered an “obstacle” in the way of this
estate experts to form the California Hope “hope.” The proposition passed just a few
Endowment plan, which was designed to days ago, and would require all proceeds
expand the quantity of students to attend from the sales of excess property to be used
college in the years to come.
to pay the debt on $ 15 billion in bonds issued
According to Bonnie Brown, Financial Aid early in the year.
Director, the plan would transfer
Obstacles or not, President Peter Smith
state-owned real estate to a
said via e-mail, “This is a new idea that is
public trust with the
under development. It appears that there will
assumption that
be no new money available through the
increased profit
plan for a few years.”
will result from
However, there are students like
the
managed
Integrated Studies junior, Ashley
real estate.
Simmons, who feels this plan
Brown also stated that The Cal
is not beneficial. “I think
Hope Trust would manage the
it’s pathetic that Gov.
real estate, which is a public
Schwarzenegger
corporation that would oper
is trying to
GHRAPHIC BY SARA DOWE
ate as a charitable foundation
create
an
outside of the education’s governance and endowment plan [with
independent of individual college systems, Angelides]
when tuition is raised
and at the same time helping colleges.
another eight percent. I feel the reason he is
A newsletter released by the California doing this is to distract us from the gutting of
State Treasury states that as much as $2 the CSUs and in addition to appropriate state
million could be provided over the next 10 funding,” said Simmons.
years, and the proceeds would be used to
There is still hope that this endowment
support future college students, academic plan can help students in the future to con
programs, full ride scholarships, and more tinue their education.
financial aid.
For more information on the endowment
The endowment plan is not just meant plan visit www.treasurer.ca.gov for the
for financial aid and full fee scholarships. “California Hope Endowment Plan.”

Adam_Joseph@csumb .edu

CSUMB’s progressive academic curricu
lum continues to expand and reach new
heights. Its various branches of study con
tinue to intertwine, growing new and fer
tile interdisciplinary fields, providing vast
educational experiences for its current and
fixture students.
This past fall semester marked the begin
ning of CSUMB’s newest major, offered by
the Music and Performing Arts department:
music. The Bachelor of Arts program in
music offers four concentrations.
The Contemporary Music concentration
offers studies in music theory, composition,
and history.
The Jazz Studies concentration is for
those interested in jazz performance, offer
ing classes including improvisation and
jazz harmony.
Vocal Music Studies offers ear-train
ing, music theory, and orchestration. Music
Recording/Technology provides students with
hands-on instruction using the technology of
the audio and entertainment industries.
In the not-so-distant horizon lay many
more new majors, concentrations, minors, and
master’s programs to be offered at CSUMB.
llene Feinman of the HCOM depart
ment confirmed that “The new concentrations/minor in HCOM that have been fully
approved are: the Pre Law and Creative
Writing and Social Action minors and the
Africana Studies concentration.”
Feinman also said a Peace Studies con
centration was in the process of being
developed. There are more changes in

the curriculum that are in the “planning
stages and cannot be named till they are
vetted through the governance processes,”
Feinman stated.
Following the College of Science, Media
Arts, and Technology’s newest addition
starting this year, a certificate program in
Environmental Education, there are two
new master’s programs that are “work
ing their way through the approval pro
cess,” said college analyst Barbara Vella.
One of the master’s programs will be in
Coastal and Watershed Policy (CWP) and
another will be in Instructional Science and
Technology (1ST).
“Pending approval,” the CWP program is
set start in the fall of 2005 and the 1ST pro
gram is set to begin in the summer of 2005.
A new Bachelor of Science degree
in Computer Science and Information
Technology and minor(s) in Teledramatic
Arts and Technology are in the “planning
stages with target launch dates of ’06-’07,”
reported Vella.
Yolanda Perez, college analyst from the
College of Arts, Humanities, and Social
Sciences reported, “The Social Behavioral
and Global Studies department doesn’t
have any new officially approved concen
trations or minors.” There are approvals
pending however on two new concentra
tions and one new minor: Global Ecology
concentration, Global History concentra
tion, and Sociology minor.
The CSUMB faculty sees endless possi
bilities, continuing to build a contemporary
college curriculum that will one day be
used as a precedent for many colleges and
universities, worldwide.

Rape Crisis Center cuts walk-in hours on campus
Lack of business and involvement is to blame
By Christopher Gallegos, StaffReporter
Christopher_Gallegos@csumb.edu

Though founded in 1973, the Monterey Rape
Crisis Center seemed virtually unknown to
CSUMB’s student population until a post in
FirstClass’ General News forum announced
that their branch located at CSUMB was
closing its walk-in hours.
“Since we’ve opened, no one has come,”
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said Victoria Singleton, Prevention Educator
for MRCC about their branch at the Saratoga
Community Center in Frederick Park.
Singleton said the reason the campus
branch closed its walk-in hours was due to a
lack of business, not problems with funding
from the school.
When offered space on campus, the
MRCC had been excited to hold walk-in
hours on campus from 9-11 a.m. on Tuesdays

and Thursdays. Singleton was the sole staff
member working this shift and was sad to see
the walk-in hours close, but maintained that
when it comes to sexual assault, even one is
too many.
She also said the majority of sexual assaults
on college campuses involve someone the
victim knows and that some of the newest
date rape drugs can be administered from
something as small as an eye drop bottle.
“We’re not gone off campus,” said Hildur

Simonardottir, Client Services director for
the MRCC. The MRCC still wants to offer
students at CSUMB their help whether it
is counseling for victims of sexual assault,
education about date rape drugs or whatever
else the campus community wants from their
organization.
MRCC has two main numbers where stu
dents can reach them: 24-hour hotline: 375HELP or the number of their main office:
373-3955.

News

Students talk about prices, quality of campus dining
By Mike Gallo, StaffReporter
Mike_Gallo@csumb.edu

Isn’t a little weird that a student
can get a hamburger, fries and
a drink at the Dining Commons
and the Otter Express yet the

price is different? It’s the same
company, right? And the same
food... right?
Dan Kaupie, general man
ager of the Dining Services at
CSUMB said, “Determining the
price is based on cost of the

product and the percent that we
must maintain,” and also “the
more we sell of something the
cheaper the product is.”
Kaupie said that CSUMB is
a unique campus because of the
school’s size, and it does not
have a fully
operational res
taurant avail
able to students
and staff.
The
Otter
Bay Cafe is
more expen
sive than any
other campus
food
service
because “each
dish is cooked
per person and
is customized
for its patron”
and “food ser
vices here at
CSUMB don’t
make money,
we lose money
PHOTO BY CHAD GHIRON

but are still open.”
Kaupie also said, “You would
think that hamburger is a ham
burger but they use different
products at every facility, affect
ing the prices.”
Third year ESSP student Steve
Davenport, who lives off cam
pus, said, “They charge too much
and it tastes like shit. I haven’t
walked into a dining facility in
two semesters.”
Wilma Ramirez, an SBS senior
who lives in the east campus
apartments, said, “Affordable,
good meals are hard to come by,
and most of the time the food is
not the best quality either.”
Students who live on campus
might not really like the vari
ety and meal options, but don’t
really mind because they have
the mandatory meal plan.
Davenport said, “The meal plan
was chill because I didn’t see the
money go, but I like to go off
campus because I can find more
quality and quantity off campus,

PFAC: People Fighting Against Cancer
By Marian Muhammad, StaffReporter
Marian_Muhammad@csumb.edu

A new club emerging on campus is spread
ing hope to cancer patients.
People Fighting Against Cancer (PFAC)
is a group of organized students support
ing cancer patients and promoting aware
ness about the various types of cancer and
how to get checked for early detection.
The organizers of PFAC plan to provide
outreach to several cancer treatment cen
ters and cancer patients to provide them
with any necessities that may be beneficial
to them during their treatment.
Heather Staat, a student who has been fight
ing cancer herself for the past seven months,
is the founder and president of PFAC.
Staat says establishing this club was her
way of dealing with the pain and heart
ache she received since being diagnosed
with neuroblastoma and ganglioneuroblastoma, a type of children’s cancer,
shortly over a year ago.
Staat said this club might be beneficial
to some students who have been affected
by cancer. “I have noticed that there are
students on campus who are survivors

and whose families are patients,” said
Staat via e-mail.
Fellow supporters and officers for
PFAC are Vice President and Activities
Coordinator Shannon Walsh, Treasurer
Sandra Becker, Secretary Jennifer
Waldron, and Advisor Joshua Goin.
Several students have shown interest
in the club thus far and have been giving
“The support, empowerment
and education shared with and
without this club are essential
to all those who live and have
lived with cancer in their
lives..”
-TIANA TRUTNA

their support to the newly developing
organization. Staat didn’t expect much
interest from students when the idea of
developing a club focused on cancer was
pitched last June.
On the contrary, Staat explained, “All
my friends, classmates and former resi
dents are very supportive and have hope.”

The club plans to promote education
of cancer through various events and
projects such as Project “Give Hope” and
“Daffodil Days,” in which daffodils will
be worn and placed throughout campus to
represent hope for cancer patients.
Once officially established as a club,
the group plans to have various mar
athons and local and national walks.
Also on PFAC’s agenda are canned food
drives and collections of toys, hats, and
socks for family homes where patients
and families stay during their treatment.
Tiana Trutna, a student whose mother has
been battling cancer for the past 11 years,
said, “The support, empowerment and edu
cation shared with and without this club
are essential to all those who Uve and have
lived with cancer in their fives, whether it be
through a family member, friend, any loved
one, or stranger who one feels the need to
share with oneself.”
PFAC is hoping for official recognition
some time before Christmas, but until then
meetings are being held on the 1st and 3rd
Wednesday of every month on Petersburg
Ct. in the Frederick Park apartments.

not to mention not mess up my
digestive system.”
Brian Potts, a sophomore
transfer student, said, “Food is
worth it, but waiting is not. I
don’t mind the price because I
live on campus but if I lived off
campus I would not eat here that
frequently.”
“The food is a lot better than
the other school I went to (West
Valley Community College),
added Potts. I like the OBC
because it is run by students
and gives them the chance to be
trained for a real world job.”
Jose Garcia-Rosales said, “I
haven’t really looked at the
prices because of the meal plan.
It’s a very small selection and
it hasn’t changed at all in the
last year.”
Marc Lu, a sophomore, said,
“It’s delicious; I love it.”
Most continuing students agree
that the food quality is getting
better every semester.

"GRIN &
BARE IT
THIS HOI ID AY
SEASON."
Dare to
bare with a
little help from
America's %l
Source for Laser
Hair Removal

I

aAdvanced
t Carmel Laser Clinics

Call today for your no-cost,
no-obligation consultation 625-5364
26555 Cannel Rancho Blvd.. Suite 5A.

www.advancedlaserclinics.com
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News

Sexual assault rate higher
here than any other CSU
By Alex Chapman, Staff Reporter
Alexander_Chapman@csumb.edu
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Bright art pieces on the outside of CDC's fence

CDC wants space
By Sophie Balia, Staff Reporter
Sophie_Balla@csumb.edu

The Child Development Center,
which stands hidden behind the
Athletic Center, is another one of
CSUMB’s developing treasures.
While the tiny building pro
vides a second home for many
CSUMB students’ and faculty’s
children, the program struggles to
provide them with the ideal facil
ity that its staff wishes for.
“We’ve maximized the facility,
but there is still a lot more to be
done,” stated Ann Edgerton, the
director of the center. Edgerton is
very dedicated to creating not only a
safe and adequate environment, but
also one that promotes children’s
cognitive and social developments.
Back in the old Fort Ord days,
the building served as a planning
building for the military. With the
awkward layout of the building,
the center is unable to have any
security or a reception area.
The building is split up into

two main areas: one for toddlers
and the other one for preschoolers
up to five years of age. Ideally,
Edgerton would like to have lower
windows in both if the rooms so
the children would be exposed to
more natural light.
The facility does have a small
kitchen area, but it is not advanced
enough for cooking. The center
receives USDA food, but it would
like to provide the children with
their own home cooked meals.
Besides these setbacks, the
most important one is the issue
of space. “With more space ... we
could have more programs for the
children,” said Edgerton.
With a bigger facility, the cen
ter could also accommodate more
children. The head count for the
daycare is about 50 children per
semester between morning and
afternoon shifts. According to
Edgerton, about 100 couples or
single parents apply for childcare
a year, which means that half of
them are reluctantly turned down.

CSU Monterey Bay currently has
the most reported cases of sexual
assault per capita over any other
school in the Cal State system.
CSUMB ranks number one for
on-campus and residential facility
sexual offenses among California
State Universities when considered
as a percentage ofthe student popu
lation three years running, accord
ing to crime data kept by the U.S.
Department of Education Office of
Post-Secondary Education.
With five reported sexual
offenses thus far in 2004, CSUMB
is on track for a fourth year at the
top. Most of the offenses this
year have been rapes and all have
occurred in campus housing.
Lt. Jay McTaggart of the
University Police Department
said comparing CSUMB to other
campuses is misleading.
“If you’re going to compare
numbers, you need to be careful in
what you compare in terms of envi
ronment,” said McTaggart, refer
ring to CSUMB’s unusually high
residential population. “It is unique
and unique isn’t always good.”
With 60 percent of students
living on-campus compared to an
average of 8 percent system-wide,
many incidents that happen offcampus at other universities hap
pen on-campus at CSUMB.

Statistics include any sexual
act directed against another per
son forcibly, against their will,
or where the victim cannot con
sent and unlawful sexual inter
course such as statutory rape
and incest.
In 2003, the last year with com
plete statistics, CSUMB had, per
capita, almost twice the on-cam
pus sexual offenses of San Diego
State University. A particularly
bad year was 2002 when CSUMB
had almost four times the number
ofresidence hall
sex offenses per
capita ofrunnerup Humboldt.
But the num
bers don’t tell
the whole story.
“Rape is traditionally the least
reported major crime in the coun
try,” said McTaggart. “No police
district knows how many sexual
assaults truly take place in their
district. Sexual assault is one of
the few crimes where the victim
is made to feel like the suspect.
Mostly the people who are vic
tims don’t want to go through it.”
Don’t fear being snatched off
the street, however.
“All [sex offenses] have hap
pened in on-campus hous
ing,” said Dean of Student
Life Andy Klingelhoefer, who
made clear these incidents are
mostly acquaintance date rape.

“We have not had a report of
sexual assault from a stranger.”
McTaggart agreed, saying he
could not recall a case where
the victim and perpetrator were
strangers. “We certainly have
not had any reports of the mug
ging or stranger rape out in the
open,” he said.
“People are most likely to trust
people they know than people they
don’t know,” said McTaggart. “The
people you need to be most on
guard with are people you know.”
Alcohol con
tinues to play
a role in these
occurrences.
“Alcohol
is
probably the
GRAPHIC BY SARA DOWE
only common
denominator,” said Klingelhoefer.
McTaggart called the combination
of alcohol and young, naive stu
dents a “bad mix.”
It remains statistically unlikely
any student will be sexually
assaulted. Even in the worst years
on record, less than one fifth of
one percent of students reported a
sexual offense.
The solution to the problem lies
with students themselves.
“Date acquaintance rapes are
not the kind of crime that is suppressible by increased police pres
ence,” said McTaggart. “Staying
sober would be a primary preven
tion tool.”

NO means No

Always

Unanimous “no” to Army recruiters looking for students
By Irina Reissler, Staff Reporter
Irina_Reissler@csumb.edu

Face it: despite the fact that CSUMB is
built on former Fort Ord, students are not
very friendly to Army recruiters.
On Nov. 1, Staff Sgt. Tye Mitchem, a
U.S. Army Recruiter from Salinas vis
ited CSUMB and inquired about students’
names and phone numbers in Admissions
and Records to expand the boundaries for
military recruiting.
According to the National Defense
Authorization Acts of 1995-97, Army
recruiters are free to appear on campus, to
intercept students on public places and pro
4 Otter Realm | December 2-15,2004

mote military service and careers.
Stephen Reed, associate vice presi
dent for External Relations of University
Advancement clarified that fact. “Federal
law says that any school that does not allow
military recruiting on its campus is ineli
gible for receipt of federal funds,” he said.
Mitchem showed his business card to
Terry Simon, the Customer Service lead
of Admissions and Records, and Yolanda
Garcia, service specialist, and asked if he
could look up the student directory from
the university databases.
“We explained to him that the students’
information is strictly confidential and can
not be obtained through the university

Banner system,” Simon said.
From there, he was sent to Student
Outreach Recruitment, which channeled
him to the External Relations Department.
According to National Defense
Authorization Acts, in order to release stu
dent information, an institution should first
receive a letter of request from the Military
Recruiting department.
Nicole Mendoza, coordinator of
External Relations said, “I sent him to the
Admissions and Records because we don’t
house the information about students, but
he answered he had been there already. My
guess is he didn’t know about the letter.”
“We need a letter to specify the scope

of the requested information to protect
our students from undesirable leaks,” said
Reed.
After talking to a reported 12 students,
Mitchem left the campus.
“Joining the Army? Not in a million
years!” said Michael Heron, an undeclared
sophomore.
Justin Richardson, an HCOM junior, said,
“I told him that I would not join an institution
whose primary function is killing people.”
The liberal sentiments on campus left
the sergeant with very little hope. “To
support the Army, you don’t have to go to
war. I just want them [students] to keep
an open mind,” commented Mitchem.

News

An ‘awesome’ man passes on
By Erin Lawley, Editor-in-Chief
Erin_Lawley@Csumb.edu

TAT senior, Travis Courtney, took
his life Saturday, Nov. 20 in his oncampus apartment Courtney was
the eternal optimist, always in a
good mood and willing to lend a
hand to friends and co-workers. He
never did anything halfway; he was
just an ‘awesome’ guy.
“I loved the guy so much,”
roommate and close friend, Glen
Smallman said via telephone. “It
destroys me that he’s gone. I really
miss the crap out of him. I was hon
ored to have him as a roommate. He
was an absolute joy to live with.”
A guitar player and avid reader,
Courtney enjoyed going to his
favorite place, Borders Bookstore,
where he would sit for hours and
read. He was known by many for
his great laugh and smile and tunny
sense of humor.
“Travis was a very awesome per
son,” friend Adriana Gomez said via
e-mail. “When I was going through

Ship
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act; the boat’s ropes and sail were
slashed with a knife.” Erickson
stated that he is “not grieving over
the vandalism...”
Erickson responded to his sup
port from the students, faculty,
and dean of the VPA department
with words absent of any hostility
and positive hopes for the future.
“This incident could and should
be a catalyst to open up discussion
on public art, vandalism, prop
erty rights, and responsibility,”
Erickson said.
Students helped move the

a really hard time in my life and
was nearly always having low self
esteem, he said a few kind words
that made all the difference. I wish
I could have gotten one last hug or
seen one last smile.”
He was a beloved server at
Tarpy’s Roadhouse where he’d
been working for two years.
Courtney was someone who never
lost his cool and stayed positive
while remaining upbeat.
“You would look at the sched
ule and if you were working with
Travis, you knew you were in good
hands and would have someone to
laugh with,” Rhia Kyjovsky, friend
and Tarpy’s co-worker said.
Courtney was a very selfless man
who always put others before him
self. He was never one to want to
burden others with his own prob
lems. He was constantly trying to
better himself; he was a deep thinker
and feeler.
A devout Christian, Courtney
attended Shoreline Community
Church regularly and showed his

destroyed monument out from
the middle of the parking lot, but
Erickson doesn’t have any plans
of resurrecting the piece. Instead
he “would like to see the sight
dedicated to future art work that
speaks to injustice, war, politics,
mankind’s inhumanity to man,
nature and the environment, etc.”
This is not an issue of political
differences or vandalism; this is
an issue regarding respect for one
another’s artistic expression and
respect for one another’s opin
ions. Aren’t these some of the
reasons that our country is con
sidered to be the greatest country
in the world?

PHOTO BY ADAM JOSEPH

faith by living, not preaching. “He
had a deep, deep, passionate love
for God,” Smallman said. “He felt
so much, he wanted others to know
about Jesus.”
He was a spontaneous man who
was always coming up with crazy
ideas and thought everything was
‘awesome.’ “It’s almost impossible
to say how amazing he was every
day of his life,” Smallman said.
After roommate and close friend,
Lucas Leonardo, rented a video he
had to watch because of a recent
speeding ticket, Courtney knew
Leonardo was upset about hav
ing to sit and watch the tape. He
decided Leonardo needed a party
hat because he knew no one could

be upset ifthey were wearing a party
hat. So Leonardo went out, bought
a Spongebob party hat for his sulk
ing roommate, and put it on him to
make him feel better.
“Travis was an awesome person,”
Leonardo said via telephone. “He
always would do something for
someone else to make them smile.”
“Travis was a good man,” class
mate and friend, Bryan Emerson
said via e-mail. “Good men should
never be forgotten.”
For those of you who wish sup
port during this difficult time, call
and make an appointment with the
counselors at the Personal Growth
and Counseling Center by calling
582-3969.

Fees

have to take less classes to work
in order to pay my tuition.”
In comparison to other schools,
CSU students do pay one of
the lowest fees, even including
the recent increase. Compared
to the $3,000 University of
Nevada Reno students per year
and the $8,900 tuition fees at
New Jersey’s Rutgers University,
Weiner believes CSUMB tuition
is significantly small.
“CSUMB students are still paying
less than the average CSU. It is still
a bargain. It’s not what California is
used to, but it’s still a lot better than
other schools,” said Weiner.
According to Beckelman,
although CSU fees are lower
compared to other universities,
the cost of living in California
isn’t being taken in consideration.
“It’s just going to get worse and
it’s going to drive our best and
brightest somewhere else. It’s just
too bad,” said Beckelman.
For students who need financial
aid, the amount of money that is set
aside for financial aid will increase
by $23 million next year, accord
ing to the Chancellor’s Office.
The fees for the CSU system
have been increasing for the last
couple ofyears and students should
brace themselves for another
increase for the 2006-2007.
According to Weiner, there are
plans to increase tuition fees by
another 8 percent. Limiting any
increase below 10 percent was part of
the agreement between the CSU offi
cials and Gov. Schwarzenegger.

...from page 1

small increase, it’s still significant
to many people.”
The fee increase was expected
to pull through when CSU offi
cials made an agreement with Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger that CSU
universities will require its students
to pay more for their education and
to cut down spending.
Weiner said, “The increases are
necessary to help offset a $524
million reduction in state funding
over the last three years as a result
of the state budget crisis.”

“CSUMB students are
still paying less than

the average CSU.”
—JOAN WEINER

Wei Ling Kwok, an ESSP sopho
more, doesn’t like the idea that
schools are being aimed to help
with the budget crisis. “The budget
should not target on schools or edu
cational programs, there could be
other financial things for the state
to get money from.”
Lionela Ochoa, a Liberal Studies
sophomore, is now wondering
how she’ll be able to continue
attending the classes she needs.
“I am a student who depends on
financial aid and I really don’t
know if it’s going to cover every
thing,” Ochoa said. “I’m going to

Campus
Events
To post an event, contact
Matt Fox via FirstClass

Tuesday Nov. 30 Wednesday Dec. 17
Fail Capstone Festival

Liberal Studies Section 1
W/ Dr. Rogers. Monday

December 6th and Monday
December 13th, both from 46pm in 82A/116

Liberal Studies Section 2
w/Dr. Herb Martin Jr. Tuesday

November 30th and Tuesday
December7th,from4-6 p.m.

in 45/103
CHHS Capstone Festival on

December 10,4-6 p.m. in 86D
Teacher Education Capstone,
12/13,1-4 p.m., Meeting
House.

MPA Senior Capstone (Alice
Aragon), 12/14,6-9, Music
Hall.

HCOM Capstone, 12/15,6-9
p.m. UC Living Room.

ESSP Captson, 12/16,10

a.m. - 6 p.m. UC Living Room

ITCD Graduate/MSMIT
Capstone-12/16,5:30-9 PM,
18/118.

SBS Senior Capstone, 12/17,

9 a.m. -1 p.m. UC Living
Room

ITCD Undergraduate/TMAC
Capstone -12/17,8 a.m. to 4

p.m., 18/118.
TAT Capstone, 12/17,6-10
p.m. World Theater.

Thursday, Dec 2 - Dec 15
Omega Delta Phi Coat and

Clothing Drive. Members of
Omega Delta Phi accepting

all clothing donations from 12-

2p.m. Main Quad.

Friday, Dec 3
New student otter orientation.
The C.O.O.L. club (coopera

tive organization of orientation
leaders) meeting at 2 p.m.

in the UC Living Room. Free

Pizza Provided.
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Sports
Take an
adventure

Athletic
Events
To post an event, contact Darrell
Hirashima via FirstClass

By Leslie Lamcke, StaffReporter
Leslie_Lamcke@csumb.edu

Friday, Dec. 3
Next time adventurous CSUMB
students needs some, well,
adventure added to their winter
activities, they should check out
Adventure Connections (AC) at
CSUMB. With extremely good
deals on a variety of winter sports,
there is a one stop shop for any
rental and snow fun trips.
Ski trips include transportation,
lodging and lift tickets. Snowboard
rentals or lessons are also available
for $175 for students. This is a heck
of a deal because of the original
prices of lift tickets, transportation
and lodging.
AC supports a wide range of
sports during the winter season,
including rock climbing, surfing in
Santa Cruz, a ton of day hikes, sail
ing and even CPR and First Aid
training. All of these trips are offered
at a discounted price for CSUMB
students and most include transpor
tation, rentals, lodging and/or food.
Even if students don’t want to
follow the crowds, it is still a good
idea to rent from AC because they
have top notch equipment that can
be rented all weekend at a bet
ter price than other outdoor stores
on the peninsula. For example, an
entire ski package including skis,
boots and poles costs $20 for the
entire weekend.
There are also opportunities for
avid skiers and snowboarders. “We
are trying to get a ski and snow
board club going through Kirkwood
so that students in the club can get
discounts on lift tickets and season
passes,” said AC faculty member
Chaohui Jin. For more information,
call the AC office at 582-4644, or
e-mail adventure@csumb.edu.
According to the AC Web site,
ski and snowboard trips begin at
the end of November and continue
through February. The other adven
tures are less seasonal and hap
pen monthly or bimonthly depend
ing on demand. These trips can
be found on the Web site, www.
sports.csumb.edu/adventures, or by
calling Adventure Connections at
582-3015.
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Basketball Double-Header
5:30/7:30 p.m. Otters vs.

Chico State Wildcats @ OSC,

women play first

Saturday, Dec. 4
Basketball Double-Header
5:30/7:30 p.m. Otters vs. Cal
State Stanislaus Warriors @

OSC, women play first
‘Castle Rock Climb 7 a.m.-8

p.m. Build a solid foundation

in mechanics of outdoor climb
ing. No previous experience
necessary. Transportation and

climbing equipment provided.
PHOTO BY TROY RICE

Cody Baker takes a jab at a heavy bag.

Boxing an effective workout
When does a sport become a
passion for those athletes who
make a sport a life lesson, a
dream and series of life lessons?
Boxing is a sport with passion,
not only because it involves a
passionate action. It can become
a way of life just like surfing,
auto racing, or any hobby. There
are many facets of boxing other
than just the fight.
One CST CSUMB student,
Tyree Ortiz, has been boxing
since he was a freshman in high
school. “I went to a gym at home
in Big Bear and went to lift when
I was a freshman in high school.
By chance, the welterweight
champion (at the time) was in
the gym training in Big Bear. I
met him and started talking about
boxing and how many of my
family members had fought in
the past, my dad let me start up
and I have been training on and
off ever since.”
Working his way through the
ranks of boxing to become the
Travel Coordinator for a box
ing management company called

Sunday, Dec. 5
‘Sanctuary Sailing 11 a.m.-3

p.m. Keelboats and flying
juniors available. No experi

By Leslie Lamcke, Staff Reporter
Leslie_Lamcke@csumb . EDU

$50/students.

One in a Million, he is given
the opportunity to work in the
business professionally and
also come face to face with
some of his boxing idols. “I
have had an opportunity to box
with Rico Rodríguez the former
Ultimate Fighting Heavyweight
Champion, as well as the
California Heavyweight golden
glove champion, and few other
professional heavyweights.”
One can see Ortiz training a
few of his friends at the gym a
couple times a month. “It makes
an individual pull every resource
they have to be successful. It is
a constant test of yourself,” said
Ortiz. “You have to be physically
conditioned, as well mentally and
spiritually prepared to step in the
ring and win.”
Other students have found that
kickboxing is a great workout
too. “I love kickboxing because
it is a great cardio work out; it’s
more fun than running, and there
are lots of women who love it
as well,” said Nicholas Sherman,
an ITCD student. “Kickboxing is
great; it lets me release all of my
stress. I would take it again if it

would fit into my schedule.”
There are a few places off cam
pus that specialize in martial arts
and kickboxing, including Blue
Pacific Taekwondo in Seaside
at 392-1103 and Body Worx in
Monterey at www.bodyworx.org.
Both have kickboxing classes
that teach as well as provide an
intense workout. Body Worx has
morning and evening classes that
have both workout and sparring
sessions for those wanting to take
their kickboxing to the next level.
With the growing popularity
of boxing and kickboxing as
an effective cardiovascular sport
the opportunities for students
have never been better. There
are numerous places around
campus just like Body Worx
that specialize in kickboxing for
a cardio work out.
Ortiz is always looking to share
his skill with other people. “You
can look online to find local gyms
and just search around your local
area for boxing clubs and gyms in
your area, or you can e-mail me
on FirstClass here at school and
see if we can get a boxing club
going here.”

ence necessary. Meet on Del
Monte Beach by Wharf #2,
Monterey. $5/students.

Saturday, Dec. 11
‘Challenge Ropes Course

11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Noncompetitive ropes course
designed to utilize each

person’s talents and abilities.
Involves teamwork, creative
thinking, problem solving, and

physical activity. $35/stu-

dents.

Saturday Dec. 18
Women’s Basketball 7 p.m.

Otters vs. UC Santa Cruz

Banana Slugs @ OSC.
Dec. 3-5,10-12,31-Jan. 2

‘Lake Tahoe Skiing /

Snowboarding Fri. 5 p.m.Sun 7 p.m. Trip includes
transportation, lodging, and lift

tickets. Snowboard rentals or

lessons also available.
‘Register at the Outdoor
Center, Bldg. 93 for these

events or go to csumb.edu/
adventures for more info.

Sports

Uncommon Chopping those holiday pounds away
Sense
By Evan Hatt, StaffReporter
Evan_Hatt@csumb.edu

By Darrell Hiroshima, Sports Editor
Darrell_Hirashima@csumb.edu

Last week students were away giv
ing thanks for family, friends and a
much needed break from overloaded
schedules, or overloaded apartment par
ties. While they caught up with famil
iar faces, a vision of unbridled anger
and disintegrating boundaries flashed
across every TV screen in America
and many more around the world.
If one had the benefit of slow motion
replay and multiple camera angles,
which, thanks to ESPN eveiyone with
a TV did, they saw a Detroit Pistons fan
named John Green throw a cup landing
on Indiana Pacers forward Ron Artest,
an act which incited the most notorious
brawl in NBA history.
Now, I can’t imagine any situation
where if a stranger threw a cup of beer
at me while I was lying down that I
wouldn’t go after them. Except, maybe
if I was making over six million dollars a
year and I was at my place of work. That
might just be enough to trigger a little
voice in my head saying, “Let it go.”
But then again, I’m not even sure that
would stop me. Although running into
the stands to physically confront a fan is
totally unprofessional, it is also totally
American. Because that is how things
are done in this country, unless you’re
a pacifist. And if the recent election
was any indicator, at least 51 percent of
Americans sure as hell aren’t pacifists.
I wasn’t in that 51 percent but I’m
no pacifist , either, and without judging
Artest’s character I can objectively say
what he did was completely out of line.
Now as far as the clowns who made a bee
line for Artest with their fists clenched,
as soon as they came out on the court
and went after players they ceased being
fans and became trespassers. I only wish
Pacers center Jermaine O’Neal hadn’t
slipped, but was able to plant his foot
when he decked one of them.
Now people are freaking out about
what should be done. But everyone is
forgetting that this sort of thing has hap
pened before, and the events that led up
to it happen all the time. People throw
cups at athletes every day; they just usu
ally don’t have that good of aim.

During the holiday season, everybody is
enjoying good food, but does it mean they
will gain those extra pounds? Probably,
unless students bum those calories off.
Yet there are many ways to bum calories.
An individual during the holiday season
can moderately walk and will at least bum
a 100 calories in 30 minutes, as calculated
and shown on Yahoo’s fitness tools Web
site. On the site, anybody can calculate
how many calories he or she bums for a
physical activity.
“Before [holidays], stay healthy and stay
fit,” said Dennis Hong, a fourth year busi
ness major on the men’s golf team. “You
can stuff yourself. But just make sure you
watch your limit and do some aerobic
activity a few days after eating.”
“If a person hasn’t exercised before,
they should see a physician,” said Jen
Landgrebe, the assistant Athletic Trainer
at the Otter Sports Center. A doctor would
make sure they are in good health so they
don’t hurt themselves before pursing a
physical activity.
“Some general activities that I recom
mend are aerobic and strength training for
three days a week for 30 minutes at a time,”
said Landgrebe.
According to Vibrancy faculty member,
Dr. JoAnn Cannon, people who shop dur
ing the holidays and walk to buy gifts tend
to do “shopping-walking” as their only

form of exercise.
“Holidays always
seem to be the
time when many
Americans
make
excuses for over
eating, consuming
large amounts of
sugary foods,” said
Cannon. Afterwards,
when they’ve gained
unwanted pounds,
people don’t feel
very well.
“In order to lose
weight one must
increase their energy
expenditure
by
increasing
aerobic
activity and decrease the amount of calo
ries they take in,” Landgrebe explained.
She suggested the type and amount of
food you eat, along with an aerobic activity,
will help a person to lose weight. Landgrebe
mentioned that a lot of times people fall into
these fad diets where they think they should
exclude a certain food group.
“By watching what you eat will help
your metabolism,” added Hong.
“We all know it is much easier to put it
on than to take it off,” said Cannon.
Too much TV watching during the holidays
and over-eating empty calories are demons of
weight gain. Soda and many snack foods
don’t have much or any nutrients. Exercising
greatly assists weight loss, or at least, helps

PHOTO BY EVAN HATT

to keep the typical 3-7 pounds people usually
gain over the holidays off.
Cannon stressed that people during the
holiday do the following plan: make an
enormous difference to make actual plans
to keep very active with doing brisk physi
cal activity three to five times a week for a
minimum of 30 minutes each period, prac
tice a self-discipline to saying “no thank
you” to large portions of food, and severely
restricting the sugar intake.
But, many students will agree that eating
those holiday treats is the best part of the
season. So, preventing, exercising, and eat
ing right along with making a health plan
will help people shred those pounds and
chop a size in shape.

2004 Turkey Trot was biggest ever
By Mike Gallo, StaffReporter
Mike_Gallo@csumb.edu

Turkey Trot 2004 was a huge hit this
year with a record turn out of about 160
participants.
There were two events that were avail
able: a 4.8-mile run where the course
was 50 percent trail with moderate hills
and beautiful ocean views, or the 3.1mile walk. The race started at 9 a.m. in
the main quad and traveled on 3rd St./
Intergarrison Rd. and followed along the
CSUMB campus until the finish in front
of Building 208. There were several age
groups from children to older adult.
All the money raised benefited the
CSUMB cross country program. The
men’s winner for this year’s race was
David Frank who is on the CSUMB cross
country team and set a personal best.

The women’s top finishers were Angela
McBeath and Lindsay Scattini who both
qualified last year as well. Both are also
on the cross country team and beat their
best time in competition.
The first place finishers received a
turkey and the second place winners
received a gift certificate for a pie at Ord
Market. The 4.8-mile course is the cross
country team’s home course.
Yi Mao, the men’s and women’s cross
country coach said, “This year’s event
was a great success. Last year people
didn’t show up because of the rainy
weather conditions.”
He also said that people saw flyers all
over school and came out and ran. Mao
thanked everyone that came out and got
all his or her semester frustrations out
before fall break.

GRAPHIC BY SARA DOWE
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Will
Brown:
By Louie Vicuña III, StaffReporter
LUIS_VICUNA@CSUMB.EDU

The sweetest part of the game for men’s bas
ketball team captain, Will Brown, is when
he has a clear panoramic view of the open
court in the moments before a fast break.
Brown laughed aloud and cracked an
enormous grin. “The break, the open court,
it’s fun. Man, I don’t know, there’s always
been something about it. It’s like show
time. You know when someone gets out in
the open court, it’s going to be special.”
The junior transfer from DeAnza
Community College came out of nowhere
to lead the Otters as their most versa
tile player. Brown overcame initial low
expectations to be named team captain
by his teammates.
“Last year he came in with no one
knowing what he could do, he just came
here to play and see if he could make the
team,” said co-captain Jared Jungworth.
“We do a four-week conditioning pro
gram, and he was at the front of every
race. From the beginning, all the coaches
and players were like, ‘who is this guy?’
We didn’t recruit him and he’s kicking
everyone’s ass on the floor.”
According to Head Basketball Coach
Bill Trumbo, Brown wasn’t initially
thought of as someone who would even
make the team since he wasn’t actually
recruited by CSUMB.
“Will recruited us,” said Trumbo.
Brown first actually heard about

Sports

No sign of slowing down

CSUMB from basketball player and
HCOM graduate, Colin Pfaff. Pfaff was
a good friend who played with Brown at
DeAnza before transferring to play bas
ketball at CSUMB. From the start, Brown
took it upon himself to carve a niche for
himself at CSUMB.
“He took care of everything him
self, financial aid, classes and housing,”
explained Trumbo.
As the most versatile player on the
squad, Brown plays an important role.
On defense Brown overmatches many
opponents with his quickness and aggres
siveness, and on the other end of the court
he has emerged as reliable scorer.
“He has the ability to score in the half
court,” said Trumbo. “He crashes the boards
and takes the ball back to the rim. He has the
best mid range jumper on the team.”
Brown believes the most important
thing in the game of basketball is “how
you can fit your game in with the rest of
the team. All that, speed, quickness, great
hops, I don’t think that matters.”
“It’s not how good you are,” agreed
Trumbo. “It’s how good you play and how
good you make your team.”
Brown became a student of the game at
a young age, playing in the 11 and under
age division of the Junior Olympics when
he was only nine years old.
“Learning plays, cuts, where to go. Now
a lot of stuff I hear now is like a broken
record, but I’m still learning. But since
nine years old I’ve been learning how to

play the right way,”
said Brown, who
remained grounded
as he looked ahead
to the future.
“This is it; I’m
living my goal. To
finish out four years
of college playing
basketball,. this is
the end of it now so
I just want to live it
out and just win.”

We do a
four-week

conditioning
program, and
he was at the
front of every

race. From the

beginning, all

the coaches and
players were

like, ‘who is this
guy?’ l/lfe didn’t
recruit him and

he’s kicking
everyone’s ass

on the floor.”
-JARED JUNGWORTH

Senior captain, Will Brown, works on his shooting touch during a break in practice.

Franka
...from page 1

Brown (22) pressures the ball while his teammates move into position behind him.
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high school. “I didn’t start playing basket
ball until I was in the eighth grade. My mom
encouraged me all the way, but I wasn’t very
good at all. A lot ofmy friends where playing
and I just wanted to be a part of the team.”
Basketball has been a major influence
in Franka’s life. Without the game, she
probably would not be where she is today.
“I never even thought about playing
basketball in college until I moved back to
San Diego for my sophomore year in high
school and still it didn’t really kick in,”
Franka said. “If I didn’t play basketball I
don’t know what I would’ve done. I prob

ably would’ve just stayed home, went to a
JC, and did nothing. It’s such a big drive; I
love it so much. And it keeps me in school.”
She flashed a smile and laughed, “Or else
I’d have too much time on my hands.”
The women's basketball team will see
their first home action this Friday, Dec.
3, 5:30 p.m. at the Otter Sports Center.
CSUMB will host the Chico State Wildcats
in this CCAA opening round game. At 7:30
p.m. the men's teams from both schools
will also face off in what promises to be a
tough challenge for the Otters.
Both the women's and men's team will
continue their home stay this Saturday,
Dec. 4 in a doubleheader against the Cal
State Stanislaus Warriors at 5:30/7:30 p.m.

Arts
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Peninsula's 'Unique weather':
Have students’ moods gone overcast?
By Alex Chapman, StaffReporter
Alexander_Chapman@csumb.edu

December weather has CSUMB students
singing in the rain.
“I love the rain,” said Regina Williams,
an ESSP senior, as raindrops kept falling
on her head. “I love the clouds, colors and
smells the rain brings.”
“The weather is better here than anywhere
in the world,” said lecturer Don Mautner

Monterey has “one of the most
unique weather climates in the

world as a result of the unique
cooling effect of the fog.”
-DON MAUTNER

as he cleaned up after teaching a class on
“The Atmosphere” in Building 53. He said
Monterey has “one of the most unique
weather climates in the world as a result of

the unique cooling effect of the fog.”
“The fogbanks out there are caused by
the cold current,” said Mautner, explain
ing how, when combined with the sun
light, the “cool water reaches saturation
and a fogbank forms.”
That fog is what keeps Mr. Sun from
giving tender-skinned otters sunburns.
According to the National Weather
Service Climate. Station in Monterey,
monitored by Professor Robert J. Renard
of the Naval Postgraduate School, the
peninsula gets an average of 68 days of
rain and 144 days of fog annually. The
wettest year on record is 1997-1998 when
almost four feet of rain fell over a 12month period.
“I like the rain,” said Michelle Fergus,
an ESSP senior, as she hurried to shelter.
“I like Monterey’s weather.”
But not everybody does.
Between four to six percent of the popu
lation is afflicted by seasonal affective
disorder or “winter depression” caused by
lack of light exposure in wintertime and
bad weather, according to the American

Academy ofFamily
Physicians.
Some students
reported no nega
tive feelings.
“I
like
cold
weather,”
said
Steve Holland, an
undeclared fresh
man, as rain rolled
down his forehead.
“No reason to get
sad about the rain.”
“It doesn’t make
me gloomy or
anything,”
said
VPA senior Dani
Wilson as she held
her umbrella. She
admitted though that
she prefers the sun.
“I like sunny
weather; I like
summertime,” she
said. “It’s one of
my favorite times.”

PHOTO BY MICHELLE BURKE

After a rain storm in Pebble Beach, the sky let out an abnormally clear rainbow.

Sexercise: A pleasurable wav to put calories to rest
By Adam Joseph, Staff Reporter
Adam_Joseph@csuMb.edu

All that fancy exercise equipment
used at gyms seem better suited for
large hamsters than human beings.
Using the Stairmaster to climb

hundreds of imaginary flights of
Stairs only to end up exactly in
the same place sounds more like a
nightmare than an exercise.
There is a not-so-new exercise
plan that could be more like a
wet dream than a nightmare, and

it doesn’t involve any expensive
gym equipment or performing
drab tasks like walking up stairs
that don’t really exist. What is
needed for this exercise plan is:
a bed (or something resembling a
bed), a nude consenting partner,

and anywhere from 20 minutes
to two hours or more for those
into tantric sex.
According to Healthcentral.
com, having sex three times per
week for one year bums the same
amount of calories as running 75
miles or running about 1.4 miles
once a week for a year. In the
town of Caerphilly, Wales, scien
tists were studying the benefits of
extraneous exercise in men. The
definition of “extraneous exer
cise” was any activity that caused
one to sweat, be out of breath, and
lasts at least 20 minutes.
Many of the men in the
study said that sex fit that same
description just as well as ten
nis, running, and soccer. After
10 years of collecting data from
2,400 men in Wales, scientists
concluded, “intercourse is good
exercise.” The men who reported
having sex more often were
half as likely to have a heart
attack or stroke, according to

Healthcentral.com.
Not only does sex provide one
with good exercise, it has other
positive side effects that can
attribute to overall good health.
Sex helps lower overall choles
terol levels, it can act as a natural
pain reliever, and it can be used
as a method of relaxation. Sex
is also a stress reducer and has
been known to improve sleeping
habits and even cure insomnia in
some people.
Delving deeper into the crock
pot of cardio-coitus, there is
some variance in the amount
of calories burned for different
sexual positions. According to
ErosGuide.com, the missionary
position bums 12 calories, the
wheelbarrow position bums 216
calories, doggy style bums 326
calories, a 69 lying down bums
78 calories, and a 69 standing up
bums 812 calories.
SEXERCISE continued on page 12

PHOTO BY COLLEEN COONEY
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A Short Story

Finding Home
The Final Installment
By Adam Joseph, StaffReporter

I accepted her offer, noticing the cigarette brand was Prince. “Prince Cigarettes are
the best, but they’re impossible to find in this country.”
Excitedly, she replied, “I know. Actually, there is a liquor store a few kilometers
from my home owned by a Hungarian man; he always carries them.”
“Here, you can have the rest of my pack. I have a whole carton at home,” she said
as she handed me the pack. 1 graciously thanked her, then lit my cigarette and thought
to myself how the subject of cigarettes could always be a topic of conversation as
long as those conversing were smokers.
We continued walking and talking as we slowly made our way around the block.
I couldn’t help still being curious about her reason for leaving Germany. But I kept
myself from prying. I went into an unexplainable trance as I listened to her speak of her
life. She was a third grade teacher and a single mother raising her daughter, Wendy.
“If you don’t mind me asking, what happened to Wendy’s father?” I asked timidly.
And she told me Wendy’s father refused to leave Germany and come with her to
America. That didn’t upset her because she had found a new exhilaration as a liberated
single woman living in such a great country with many opportunities for her daughter.
She told me just about every aspect of her life and it was barely dusk She sighed qui
etly as we came back around the block back to the bus station. I didn’t say anything. I
just let her feel my vibrations of any comfort and understanding I could give to her. She
hugged my left arm inducing spouts of adrenaline throughout my entire body. Was it a
sign, or are Europeans just touchier than the average prude American?
“You’re a special guy, Adam. You really gave me such sincere attention the whole
time I rambled on about my mundane life,” she exclaimed genuinely.
I glanced at her watch in an unnoticeable manner. I took a deep breath as I saw the
time was now coming close to an end.
“You’re a special woman,” I said in a depressed quiver.
“You know, you should visit Wendy and me some time; she’ll love you. I’ll write
down our address, and any time you want, you come and visit with us. I won’t give
you my phone number, so you’ll know you’re welcome at anytime without any
notice,” she said positively.
“You might see me very soon,” I said in a jok
ingly but serious manner.
My nose penetrated
As we entered the bus station she let go of my
her hair allowing me
arm and I walked over to the locker to retrieve
to draw in her scent
our bags. She sat down with the canvas bag,
of roses one last time.
placing it on her lap. She opened it up and found
She was gone, and I
a pen and paper then scribbled her address down,
had already forgotten
folded it then handed it to me. I didn’t look at it;
where I was going.
I just put it in my pocket.
“Great.” I said, just loud enough to cover my
sadness.
The time in which we would depart from each other’s lives crept up as fast as it dis
appeared. I felt horribly nervous.
“I think it’s about time to see New Mexico.. ..Is New Mexico nice this time of year?”
I kept practicing these lines in my head feeling as though the words were millime
ters from exiting my mouth. I could hear myself saying them out loud, and then I’d
just swallow them back down again.
Franka grabbed me from the side and embraced me as if I was her child leaving
home for the first time. My nose penetrated her hair allowing me to draw in her scent
of roses one last time.
She was gone, and I had already forgotten where I was going. I missed her as if
she was my mother and I was in need of a mother’s care and affection. I sat on the
bus melancholy with a dash of excitement that I’d visit Franka soon. I reached in my
pocket and pulled out the folded piece of paper she gave me, filling the immediate air
with her fragrance. There was no address written anywhere on the paper; ail it said
was, “you will soon find your home, Adam. Love always, Franka.”
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Cultural holiday greetings
By Rachel Kane, Managing Editor
Rachel_Kane@csumb . EDU

Like a gluttonous uncle after Thanksgiving
dinner, December swells with four major
U.S. holidays, making the month almost
bursting at the seams with festive cheer.
The most recognizable holiday is Christmas
which is steeped in religious belief and shiny
lights with a big, fat, red jumpsuit wearing
mascot who, according to legend, sneaks
into people’s houses in the dead of night and
leaves their children brightly wrapped gifts.

Jennifer Nelson, athird year HCOM student,
said, “Getting to go home and being lazy and
not having to worry about school and work” is
her favorite part of the winter holidays.
Before Christmas comes Chanukah, the
Festival of Lights, which, according to
holidays.net, “commemorates the miracle
of the oil that burned for eight days” and
is a Jewish holiday starting on Dec. 7 and
ending on the 16th.
Throughout the eighth days of Chanukah,
a lamp called a menorah is lit gradually
until all of its nine candles bum brightly on
the eighth night and,
unlike Christmas, par
ticipants of Chanukah
receive eight gifts on
every night.
Right
after
Christmas comes the
holiday of Kwanzaa.
“Kwanzaa is a
seven-day festival cel
ebrating the AfricanAmerican
people,
their culture and their
history,” according to
holidays.net.
GRAPHIC BY ALDO VARGAS

HOLIDAYS
continued on page 12

Reggae with a ton
By Cristina Medina, Staff Reporter
Martha_Medina@csumb.edu

The Latin explosion might have happened
seven years ago, but many Latinos are
barely warming up in the music industry.
According to George Vibe, a Collegiate
Circuit DJ (an underground college move
ment), reggaetón is the latest trend in the
Latino culture.
Reggaetón is a unique and catchy genre
that includes a mixture of hip-hop, reg
gae, African drums, synthesizers and
Spanish rap. Reggaetón is also referred to
as “Perreo,” which means doggie for its
common dance moves that evoke a sexual
position. Most of the lyrics within reg
gaetón music are just like rap music, except
that it’s in Spanish.
“Radio is barely picking it up, [in the
United States], but it has been around for
sometime, especially in Central America,”
said DJ George Vibe.
DJ Prez, the host of “Razaja” radio sta
tion in Los Angeles, also said that the ori
gins of reggaetóon go all the way back to
Panama where it first started underground.
It quickly spread through Central America,
and Puerto Ricans made the music their

own infusing African drums, synthesizers
and giving the genre a more electronic and
Caribbean rhythm.
With the arrival of reggaetón in the United
States, it has a great influence in the music
industry with remixes such as NORE’s
“Oye mi Canto” where the artists know that
this music is both popular and profitable.
As of now New York is the capital of
reggaetón, followed by Miami and now Los
Angeles. “There are some clubs that have
battle of flows, just like the movie ‘8 Mile,’
such a club is the one in South Central called
Black and White,”’ said DJ Prez.
According to the Web site “Music of
Puerto Rico” the hottest artists in this
genre are Tego Calderón, Ivy Queen, and
Daddy Yankee. This genre has slowly
progressed from the East Coast to the
west and made it to the Central Coast here
in Monterey.
DJ Diablito for local radio station “Super
Estrella,” or “super star,” admits that every
day there are so many requests for a reg
gaetón song to be played there ends up
being a list.
For more information visit www.musicofpuertorico.com or type in “reggaetón”
in any search engine.

Arts

& Essence

NCBI fights oppression
By Sophie Balia, Staff Reporter
Sophie_Balla@csumb.edu

As the majority of students may have
experienced, CSUMB’s curriculum is
very big on creating an equal, multicul
tural environment. While the main focus
of these programs are the most obvious
“-ism” - racism - they rarely focus on other
oppressions that society struggles with.
The National Coalition Building Institute
(NCBI) is another organization on campus that
fights to eliminate prejudice within the school
community. This unique organization, how
ever, focuses on all the oppressions equally.
The organization, which is based in
Washington, D.C., is a nonprofit group,
which works together to bring awareness
and put an end to all oppression within the
community. Throughout the country, there
are different chapters of NCBI including 60
college groups. CSUMB and CSU Fresno
are the only two in California.
The CSUMB chapter, directed by
Caroline Haskell, who is also the director
of the Personal Growth and Counseling
Center, includes students, staff, and admin
istration members. Together they strive to
educate and create activities for the student
body, which brings awareness to oppres
sion in the society.
“Through having a program like NCBI

Genital Shaving

Wavy
bristling
masses of brown
and blackish coarse
hairs run all across
the body. So coarse
and thick if one were
to part the luscious, air
pocketed locks,

on campus, I get to know people and make
contacts with folks who will support and
listen to me when I need it. Through the
work with NCBI I hope to see CSUMB
grow closer through people having each
others backs through life,” stated Jacob
Lesner-Buxton, an NCBI member.
Members go through various trainings,
which help them understand the cores of
oppression and find their own prejudices,
which they sometimes unknowingly carry.
With getting support from each other for
overcoming these feelings, they are able
to share their knowledge and experiences
with other students on campus.
The group does this by conducting work
shops for different classes, which include
exercises that helps students get in touch
with their own identity in order to be able
to relate to others.
Rhiannon O’Leary, an NCBI member,
said via e-mail, “People really start to see
NCBI as an effective way to get to the
bottom of extremely important issues that
plague CSUMB and the society we live
in like racism, sexism, classism, to name
a few. There’s a lot of work to be done
despite what many may think.”
To become a member of NCBI or to
find out more information about their work
contact Caroline Haskell on FirstClass, or
check out their Web site at www.ncbi.org.

One such instance of this freakishly
backwards attitude occurs in particular in
humans who shave their genitals and others
genitals for sexual gratification.
According to the warped Homosapiens
at fetishexchange.org,
“The main
attraction in shaving is the sense of
vulnerability. The human skin - espe
cially in the genital area - suddenly
becomes very soft and the feeling is
totally different.”
Human beings never cease to dis
gust and amaze me. Otters tend to
avoid being vulnerable and find it
wise to keep sharp objects
away from our reproductive
organs. The most vulnerable
the Naked Otter has ever been
was that time a blue shelled crab got a hold
of her nose with it’s claw and that was cer
tainly not part of the plan.
Not only is genital shaving about feeling
inferior and exposed, a sensation com
pletely alien to the powerful and majestic
otter, but human beings must also purchase
tools to properly afflict each other with
these demoralizations.

The Naked Otter
they would not be able to
see the supple skin buried
deep beneath. To an otter, fur
is everything.
Human beings, however, seem to think
the bits of hair they have on their bodies
and whether or not they are necessary are
totally up to the individual.

WORMS
-THOMAS
poleman

I'm Soo Happy!

Me too,
Yaaaaaay

I don't get it?

According to fetishexchange.org, “You’ll
need to invest in special shaving equipment
and care products.”
Otters use tools, but they’re for breaking
open clams, not shaving beans and franks.
“Once shaven, you’ll do yourself a big
favor by making it a habit to shave daily.
That way maintenance will be easy and
a relatively simple job,” according to
fetishexchange.org.
The Naked Otter understands the neces
sity to groom and spend hours in between
feedings and floating maintaining her
luxurious and waxy coat, but keep
ing the nether regions betwixt
her tail and tummy smooth
has never been an issue.
Real otter males like a
bushy bottom and any
human males are kid
ding themselves if
they don’t.
I blame the delirium
that stems from the
power of opposable
thumbs.

Be Serene,
The Naked Otter
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Sexercise
...from page 10

Furthermore, a much more substantial
amount of calories are burned during the
event of “faking” an orgasm compared to
the amount burned during a legitimate ,
well-earned orgasm.
After sex, the calorie burning does not
cease, healthcentral.com said. One could
expect to bum a measly amount of calo
ries cuddling after sex, a little bit more
getting out of bed right after sex, and even
more are burned explaining why they got
out of bed right after sex.
No matter what position is your pref
erence, one can bum those unwanted
pounds by getting busy.

PHOTO BY COLLEEN COONEY

Who would have thought exercising could be this fun?

Holidays
...from page 10

According to Tike.com, during The
International Kwanza Exchange, “gifts
are usually exchanged between parents
and children and traditionally given on
Jan. 1, the last day of Kwanzaa. However,
gift giving during Kwanzaa may occur at
any time.”
Then trailing at the end of December
is New Year’s Eve, the last holiday of the
month and a college age favorite.
All over the nation, young and old alike
leave their homes in droves and gather in
dens, night clubs and open air venues to
ring in the new year together, one of the
most popular places to celebrate being
Times Square in New York City.
“My favorite holiday is New Year’s
because I get a chance to sit back and
look at the events that happened over the
past year,” said Ashley Marcoida, a TAT
junior. “New Year’s gives me a time to
reflect on all that I have accomplished
from the year before and then we all set
New Year’s resolutions that we break in
about a week or so.”
According to infoplease.com, “On New
Year’s Eve, close to a million people con
gregate there to celebrate.”
“One of my high school friends usually
has a party and I’ll go to it and see old
friends and have fun,” said Nelson.
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Quality ethnic food still cheap
By Nick Noble, StaffReporter
NlCHOLAS_NOBLE@CSLIMB.EDU

What better way to embark on a multi
cultural vision statement than to stuff the
belly? Maybe the passage to an open mind
is through an open mouth. It wouldn’t hurt
to try, unless it’s too spicy.
Often times the best food is also the
cheapest. Small, authentic restaurants, usu
ally lined with their homeland décor, can
dish out new flavors and a look into the
lifestyle of a foreign land.
The only place to find Greek cuisine
in Monterey County is Epsilon on Tyler
Street, one block down from Alvarado.
The menu includes lamb shanks, cliicken
ketfef^ and grape ífeáSzes stuffed with rice
and ground sirloin known as dolmades.
Plants and wall paintings make the visitor
feel as though he’s dining at the Acropolis.
White tablecloths and presentable atmo
sphere make this restaurant suitable for a
memorable date.
Owner and Athens native, Petros
Mungridis, said the Mediterranean diet is
inherently lean and low in saturated fats.
Lunch entrees range in price from $812. Dinner prices are considerably more
expensive in the $20 range.
My Thai on Reindollar Street in Marina
converges an exciting atmosphere with
good prices. Most entrees fall in the $710 range. The menu includes curried tofu,
mango chicken, and chili basil noodles
with shrimp, among others. If there’s still
room for desert, try their deep-fried ice

cream. The clean, lively environment (the
walls are painted orange) includes comfort
able seating, and is an ideal place to take
someone out to a restaurant near campus.
Won Ju Café, otherwise known as Korean
Barbeque, is for the most ambitious con
noisseur of ethnic foods. Located across
from Sahara Sun tanning on Lighthouse
Avenue in Monterey, this small, familyrun restaurant dishes out a lot of bang
for the buck. At lunchtime, $7.95 will get
visitors a sizzling hot entrée with rice, kim
chi, potato pancake, and over half a dozen
small appetizer dishes.
Several restaurants offer good sushi in
downtown Monterey. For a friendly atmo
sphere and large portions, check out Koto
Sushi on the comer of Franklin and Tyler
Street. Thirty-nine varieties of sushi offer
plenty to choose from. A single roll is
enough to fill up on. The Tyler St. Roll,
$8, includes shrimp, spicy tuna, eel, and
avocado all in the same roll. The meal even
kicks off with a complimentary bowl of
miso soup.
To step up the formality, head over to
Jugem on Alvarado Street. Nice furnish
ings and a central location make it a good
place to bring your love interest. At about
$12 per person, Jugem is reasonable on
the pocket book, yet offers a variety of
Japanese food including sushi and teriyaki
chicken or beef.
Look around, read the small street-side
signs, and peek through the door of an
obscure eatery. That’s the best way to find a
new favorite place to share with friends.

The Low Down
To post an event, please e-mail

Michelle Burke via FirstCiass

Now through Dec. 8
Holiday Giving Tree. Provides gifts to

children in foster care. To pick up orna
ments with children's holiday wishes on
them, visit Bldg. 23. Monday-Friday, 8
a.m. - 5 p.m. Contact Teresa Janisch at

582-4498 or via FirstCiass.

Thursday, Dec. 2
“Kill Bill Vol. 1.” OSHA Movie Night.
World Theater. 10 p.m. Free. Contact
local OSHA representatives.

Saturday Dec. 4
Hard rock bands Insolence and Zero
Mind play. BBC, 8 p.m. Free. Contact

Events Workgroup via FirstCiass.

Sunday, Dec. 5
MPA Winter Concert. Features the

CSUMB Gospel Choir, Nuovo Plaisir,

CSUMB Singers. Special performances
by MPA faculty members. Directed by

Paulette Gissendanner. World Theater.
3 p.m. Free. Contact MPA at 582-4085.

Monday, Dec. 6
Mural Unveiling Celebration. Public
unveiling of the mural painted in

Associated Students’ office, painted by
Edward Chavez. Contact Shaylla Chess

via FirstCiass.

Thursday, Dec. 9
“Kill Bill Vol. 2.” OSHA Movie Night.
World Theater. 10 p.m. Free. Contact

local OSHA representatives.

not to be cheezy but...

Comedy Nite 2, featuring Dwayne

Perkins, Bernadette Balagtas, Dan
Smith, Matt Swan. BBC. 8 p.m.

The Otter Realm

Free. Contact Events Workgroup via
FirstCiass.

Friday, Dec. 10
TeledramaticArts Performance

thanks

Showcase (TAPS). Sponsored by TAT
and Theater Student Union. Festival to

celebrate students films, theater proj

ects, animations and more. BBC. 7 p.m.
Contact Jennifer Lucia via FirstCiass.

DC PIZZA
goodfood makes good design!
Late night pizza hours: Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, 8 p.m. - midnight

Saturday, Dec. 11
Bands Crown City Rockers, Para la
Gente and David Munoz play. BBC. 8

p.m. Free. Contact Events Workgroup
via FirstClass.

Opinion
Sucks!
TV
Don't get trapped by the boob tube
By Paul Wetterau, Staff Reporter

Sitting on a couch and staring at flashing
lights, life feels devoid of meaning. The
Fritos falling all over the floor should be
a wake up call. Let’s face it, when we’re
tired we want to relax. But there are other
ways to be entertained.
We’ve all walked into our house before
with the expectation of engaging in a
good conversation with a roommate only
to realize they’ve somehow turned into a
zombie. Not literally, but you would think
so by their expression which exhibits an
open mouth and lazy stare.
Don’t get me wrong. I do watch certain
programs like South Park, the Simpsons,
and Saturday Night Live on a regular
basis. Choosing to watch such shows is

my personal preference, but being a chan
nel flipper is suicide. We need to know
what we’re going to watch, before sitting
down. If not, we’ll end up giggling at
reality TV shows that subliminally poison
our minds.
Men and women’s bodies are flaunted,
violence is induced, and we sit there. I
know some think learning can be more
wholesome through images, but that’s no
excuse to be a channel flipper.
Every program has mass commercials,
and a couch with snacks that can put
anyone at ease. Since we’re not alert or
objective, we’re fed garbage. I realize that
I sound like my parents now, but unfor
tunately, I’m going to have to agree with
them on this issue.
As humans, our time spent on this earth
should have meaning. We’re wasting our
youth when we could be doing something

else. Rent a movie. At least we’ll be more
likely to critique what we just watched.
The most annoying thing about the tele
vision is it interrupts conversation. After
being told “Shh!!!” during an intellectual
conversation, we wonder what could be so
important on the boob tube. With a quick
glance up you cry, “Come on buddy, the
Real World?”
One of the best ways to learn is by
exchanging ideas. It’s impossible to get a
response when talking to a glass screen.
It’s one-sided. Admit it, you’re being fed
like a baby. Admit it, you have applesauce
on your chin too, that’s ok, really.
Imagine if there was no TV. Wouldn’t that
be nice? I’d blow up every one in the world
right now, if I could. Sure, there are ben
efits to the tube. It’s a great way to spread
important information like storm alerts and
election information. You can learn so much

about candidates, can’t you? No!!!
TV is the government. It tells you what
to do. It keeps people down. It keeps them
sitting in their chairs like sponges. The
network owns us when we help their rat
ings and watch their commercials.
We’re all tired from the long days we
work, but come on. Do we really need
that connection to the world outside? We
all have the ability to inspire and impact
society, but we choose to sit back and be
showed who to be inspired by.
I don’t think I’m better than anyone;
I’m just bummed I’m being stripped of
my precious talk time. Just think how
much better we’d understand each other if
we spent more time conversing. We need
to talk with real people, instead of idoliz
ing fictional characters on sitcoms.
I’m glad I’m done writing. I’ll go see if
I can still catch South Park.

What ever happened to the “People’s University?”
Realities about student fee increases
By Mark Weirick

I’m willing to bet that most students
are unaware that our California State
University system is often referred to as
“The People’s University” because it was
created with the promise that it would pro
vide the top one-third of the state’s high
school graduates with a quality, affordable
university education. What is amazing
is that it actually lived up to this, even
providing education that was free in its
early history. And although California’s
economy has grown to become the fifth
largest in the world since then, state fund
ing for the CSU has gone down from 6.5
percent thirty years ago to now only 3.5
percent. And with the fee increases of the
past few years, its clear that students are
the ones paying this difference.
Since Fall 2002, undergraduate student
enrollment fees have increased by 63 per
cent, and its gone up 80 percent for cre
dential students, and 87 percent for grad
students. And just this past October, the

CSU Board of Trustees voted to increase from it more than others.
undergrad student fees again by 8 percent,
And even if you’ve survived each of
which the news has reported translates to these fee increases so far, this can still get
an additional $186 a year.
worse. The Chancellor of the CSU system
It is estimated that a $100 tuition has made an agreement with Governor
increase means an enrollment decline of Schwarzenegger called “the CSU
between half a percent
______________ ______________
Compact.” What does
to one percent of the
this compact promise
It is estimated that under this
student population.
us? Undergrads can
compact it will take four years
This means we’ve got
expect 8 percent fee
for the CSU to get back to
a few dozen students
increases for the next
expected to drop out
two years. Graduate
the same funding level of last
with this coming fee
students and credential
year’s 2002/2003 budget.
increase. Ever thought
students can expect
of what would happen
---------------------- ---------------------worse. This compact
if you were forced to
promises to give fur
drop out? Suddenly that part time job ther budget cuts to the CSU, along the
that you thought was temporary starts to tune of $240 million, which means more
feel like a real job. Or maybe joining the fee increases for us. It is estimated that
military starts looking to be a good idea. under this compact it will take four years
Or maybe you just have nowhere else to for the CSU to get back to the same fund
go. That’s how real the cost of these fee ing level of last year’s 2002/2003 budget.
increases are, and when they happen they Add to that the largest high school senior
affect all of us, but some of us will suffer class in California history—the class of

2005, and we’re talking about the CSU
enrolling thousands more students with
millions less in money.
So what can we do about this? As a
student intern with the California Faculty
Association (the statewide faculty union),
I am working with students and student
organizations to organize a campus coali
tion dedicated to working to rebuild the
CSU and bring it back one step closer to its
status as “the People’s University.” We’re
seeking to coordinate our efforts with stu
dents from the other 22 CSU campuses and
work to build a movement that not only
fights against future fee increases, but also
works to get the CSU back on track with its
funding so that all of us can have an afford
able, quality education.
If you would like more information
about CSU budget cuts and student fee
increases, or would like to be involved
in this student coalition to rebuild the
CSU, you can e-mail me on FirstClass at
Mark_Weirick@csumb.edu.
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The debate:

Are News Year’s resolutions worth the trouble?

No!

Yes!

By Darrell Hiroshima

By Erin Lawley

New Year’s resolutions are a
misguided sham

New Year’s resolutions are
beneficial-if you’re a strong person

The New Year is almost upon us, so it’s
time to make a list of all those minor
improvements you’ve been thinking
about making in your life over the last
12 months.
Woohoo! I guess that means you can
finally stop being an asshole. But don’t
worry; you still have until Jan. 1 to keep
up with your abrasive attitude, irresponsi
bility and general disregard for the feel
ings of those around you. You also have
until the first to continue drinking, smok
ing, doing drugs, having unprotected sex
and looking at Internet pom.
New Year’s Eve gives everyone the
perfect excuse to keep up all the bad hab
its they are used to and pretend they will
change into a totally new and different
person when they wake up in the morning.
Here’s a novel question: Why wait?
It doesn’t make any sense to wait
until some arbitrary day to make the life
changes one knows they should make. If
one really wanted to give up cigarettes

“Should old acquaintances be forgot and
never brought to mind...” This is the
classic New Year’s song so many sing
every year right before they finalize their
New Year’s resolution with their first kiss
of the year.
Every December people start thinking
about what the next year will bring them
and where it will take them. They make
promises to better themselves in one way,
shape or form. Either to lose weight, quit
smoking or drinking, volunteer more,
stop being stubborn. Find a man or the
list goes on.
New Year’s resolutions are great; they
help people strive to improve their lives
and be more positive. Realizing one’s
mistakes and faults and actively trying to
fix them is commendable and shouldn’t
ever be knocked.
Sure lots of people make a resolution
and then only make it to Valentine’s Day,
but there are many people who continue to
pursue their goal and succeed. Achieving

or stop sleeping with random people in
the dorms, they should just do it. Waiting
for New Year’s just gives more time to
come up with rationales for not follow
ing through.
Essentially, a New Year’s resolution
is a clever way to justify putting off the
changes people are too afraid to make.
There’s no time like the present when it
comes to making a positive change in
one’s life, and there’s no day better than
New Year’s when it comes to breaking
promises to oneself. If you are one of
those people who make resolutions every
year and actually follow through, well
hell, more power to ya’.
To the rest of you, fooling yourselves
into thinking you’ll finally give up midget
bowling this year, well hell, I’ll have a
drink and a smoke for you on Dec. 31.
And hell, I’ll have one for you on Jan. 1
too, and every day after that, because I
made a resolution this year not to give up
a damn thing. Happy Holidays.

victory in one’s New Year’s resolution
shows how strong someone is.
Only weak people don’t make it
through the New Year. How hard is
something if you have 100 percent con
trol over it? No one is getting in your
way of not eating that candy bar or smok
ing that cigarette. No one is preventing
you from hopping on that Stairmaster a
whopping 15 minutes a day.
People need to start taking responsibil
ity for themselves. There are so many
things that happen in life regardless of
what someone does, but there are other
things that people have complete control
over, yet chose not to. Control what’s
controllable folks.
This New Year’s when you’re thinking
about a resolution, think hard. No one is
perfect, no matter how much you might
think so. Find something to help improve
your quality of life, or someone else’s life,
and make a conscious effort to stick to
your guns and achieve the possible.

Letters to the Editor
Free speech vs.

hate speech

Dear Editor,
We the undersigned clubs, organiza
tions, and individuals of CSU Monterey
Bay are deeply concerned with recent
incidents of hate speech and bigotry on
campus, in particular on the First Class
Open Forum. We recognize freedom of
speech as a vital right of every member
of the CSUMB community and fully
appreciate a healthy discourse of ideas on
campus email systems.
As educated people however we must
make the delineation between free speech
and hate speech. Hate speech, the degrada
tion and attack of individuals or groups
based on sexual orientation, race, gender,
national origin, disability, and/or religion,
often with the suggestion of violence, has
no place in our community.
Some users of Open Forum have uti
lized blatant ethnic, homophobic, rac
ist, anti-Semitic, sexist slurs. Comments
posted on Open Forum have gone so
far as to endorse genocide against cer
14 Otter Realm | December 2-15,2004

tain nationalities/religious groups. This is
unacceptable and threatens the safety and
well being of all members of our com
munity. We refuse to let hate define our
community and stand for the right of all
cultural groups and identities to be cel
ebrated and treated with respect.
We as a body demand that the Judicial
Affairs Department and Information
Technology conduct a thorough inquiry
in which these incidents are treated with
the .utmost of gravity. We reserve our
right not to be bombarded with violent
speech in our own educational commu
nity. Therefore we insist that both Judicial
Affairs and Information Technology treat
violent hate speech as the very real threat
it is and permanently revoke Open Forum
and Conference posting capacity from all
those who chose to abuse their e-mail
access in the name of bigotry.
Furthermore we assert that our stance against
hate speech applies not only to the Open
Forum but all campus spaces and resources.
We reaffirm our commitment to the Hate Free
Zone resolution of2001. We ask that all mem

bers of the CSUMB community recommit to
making our campus a Hate Free Zone.
In Peace and Solidarity,
Associated Students Senators

Multicultural Greek Council
Dear Editor,
As a student of California State
University Monterey Bay, I have seen the
struggles the Greek community on campus
has encountered in order to be recognized
on campus. As a student of California
State University Monterey Bay, I have
seen the struggles that Greek Lettered
Organizations have faced while trying to
be recognized by the University.
The Greek Community began devel
oping themselves in 2000, since then
the administration and fellow students
have opposed the recognition of Greek
Organizations they continued to take the
appropriate steps to become recognized
organizations.
Finally, after lots of struggles several

fraternities and sororities obtained rec
ognition in Fall 2004, such as Gamma
Zeta Alpha Fraternity Inc, by forming the
Multicultural Greek Council (MGC).
The organizations combined together
to form the Multicultural Greek Council
(MGC), and in the fall of 2004 the school
had granted an 18-month trial period, with
the final decision to recognize them would
take place in Spring 2005. MGC is the
only council on campus that is recognized
as the governing body for fraternities,
sororities, and all Greek related events.
All organizations must abide MGC
rules and regulations in order to properly
be recognized on campus.
The MGC has been very beneficial to
all organizations, especially when put
ting on events on campus. The MGC has
been helpful as a resource to eliminate the
stereotypes individuals have towards fra
ternities and sororities. MGC is also aware
of CSUMB’s vision statement and will
strongly promote it amongst all organiza
tions that wish to establish recognition.
Ermes Becerra
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Editorial: Cabinet members give two weeks notice
You are the CEO of a major con
glomerate in the United States.
You wear the finest suits, silk
ties, imported Italian loafers
and the best cologne. You get
your hair cut by a stylist who
charges $5,000 an hour, who cuts
your hair with scissors that cost
$1,000, in a chair made of down
and suede, in a private room in
your office to which only you
and three other highly trained
bodyguards have access.
You have your own jet plane,
your own exclusive vacation loca
tions for all seasons on all conti
nents. You probably wipe your
ass with silk.
You trust no one, except for the
15 members of your hand-picked,
closely watched and carefully
selected cabinet of advisors.
Now imagine, after four years
in your position and another four

in sight, seven of those cabinet before you receive the two
members slap down their res weeks notice of your Agriculture
ignations on your desk, making Secretary, Jann Seneman—the
clear their intentions to get the first woman to ever hold the
hell out of dodge.
title—Energy secretary, Spencer
Nearly half of your confidants Babraham, Education secretary,
will be out of the picture within ' Tod Raige and your black ace in
six months.
the hole, your shining star of affir
The first to go was your mative action and the man who
Attorney General, Don Bashcroft, handles all of the overseas busi
who was your lawyer, the lawyer ness, Secretary of Conglomerate,
of all lawyers. When you or the Rollin Cowell.
company gets into trouble, it was
By now, you have to be hurting.
his job to bail you out. He knows Six of the people who kept you
where the bodies are buried, how together, who made up the very
they got there and how many.
fabric and twine of your admin
The same day, your Secretary istration, have seen fit to skip out
of Commerce, Ronald Bevans on your second four-year term as
bailed. He was a human resources Chief Execute Officer.
manager and business liaison.
You rack your brain, stay up
His office was impeccable and he all night pacing the halls and
always sent those cute little mini vast, ornate rooms of your white
muffin baskets on your birthday.
columned man
Not even a month goes by sion. Why would

Hey Otters ~ We’re college students; we all have opinions. We want to hear
what you have to say...good and bad!! Write a letter to the editor or submit a
guest opinion piece for publishing in The Otter Realm.
Send all letters (up to 300 words) and opinion pieces (up to 600 words) to
Erin_Lawley@csumb.edu.

they all leave at the same time?
Why now?
You flip on your television in
the master bedroom and up pops
CNN. The waxy faced member
of the media reads the words
from the teleprompter to you per
fectly as she informs you that it
is now publicly known that your
secretary of Conglomorateland
Security, Thomas Bridge, is
resigning tomorrow at 5 o’clock.
Sitting on the edge of the foot
rest in your gilded room, you
notice your special made cowboy
boots and matching Stetson don’t
look as grand as they did when you
first gleefully unwrapped them
from their paper filled boxes.
All of a sudden you feel worse
than that time you almost choked
to death on a peanut and your
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Otter Oops.
• In our Nov. 11 issue, The Otter Realm said the photo of the kitchen on page one was of
the Dining Commons, it was actually of the Otter Express.
• The photos on page two were taken by Christopher Gallegos
• The photo in the “Drugs are prevelent at CSUMB” article on page six was taken by
Chad Ghiron.
• The photo of Tim Miller on page 13 was provided by Bernice Esbit.

head feels like its floating just
above your body.
Frantically, you search your
memories for a possible reason
as to why your trusted associates
would abandon you.
Maybe they are still sore about
how you came into power. But so
what if those stockholders didn’t
get their votes counted. You know
what’s best for them.
Maybe it was that scuffle you’re
having with that small Arab com
pany these past few years. Oh,
but that’s just healthy competi
tion and besides, you appear to
be winning the fight and if not,
you’re getting what you wanted
anyway. You’re giving the people
what they want.
It’s good for the economy.
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Student Spotlight

Stephanie Young: What will she do next?
By Kimber Solana, StaffReporter
KlMBERREY_SOLANA@CSUMB.EDU

Anyone who doesn’t know her
personally has most likely seen
her as Shrek, Doctor Octopus, or
even the Whomping Willow from
the Harry Potter movies.
With outrageous costumes that
she created herself, Stephanie
Young, a CHHS junior, is almost
unrecognizable
during
the
Thursday movie nights at the
World Theater. Her creativity has
made movie nights a little more
interesting for the students who
enter the theater.
Young is part of the Otter
Student Housing Association
(OSHA). OSHA provides the
movie night program to give stu
dents an alternative to alcohol and
other less productive activities.
“I got involved because OSHA
is here to improve student life,”
Young said.
She has become another attrac
tion along with the movie because
of her entertaining costumes. It

started when OSHA board mem
bers dressed in togas during the
showing of “Troy.” Young went
further and came dressed as the
Trojan horse.

“Some people give

me high fives, take
pictures, and my
friends are amused
by it.”
-STEPHANIE YOUNG

“It was a lot of fun. We got a
really good response from peo
ple,” Young said. She enjoyed
the reactions of students so much
that she continued dressing up for
movies. “Some people give me
high fives, take pictures, and my
friends are amused by it.”
“I go for whatever is most
fantastical,” Young explained
regarding the decision of whom
to dress as. “Shrek required the

most work,” Young recalled, “and
I made the Whomping Willow
costume out of a cardboard box I
found on the side of the road.”
OSHA members see Young as
a hard-working person. “She’s
excellent and such a great per
son,” OSHA President Katie
Henandez said.
“I think she works really hard
for what she does,” Vice President
Michael Ludwig said.
Young has always had a dedica
tion to programs that benefit stu
dents. In high school, she worked
for The Home Project, a non
profit organization that provided
after school projects and youth
empowerment.
Along with movie nights,
Young has helped provide stu
dents with OSHA programs such
as costume contests and the recent
Haunted House contest.
Students will have to go to the
two remaining movie nights of
the semester to see what she’ll
do next.

PHOTO BY KIMBER SOLANA

Stephanie Young dresses as the lovable ogre for the World Theater showing of "Shrek."

________ Object On Campus_______

What is your holiday purpose?
By Rachel Kane, Managing Editor
Rachel_Kane@csumb.edu

Gregory Malboro

Snapshot Sampson

FRESHMAN

SOPHOMORE

“I am a reason for a new years
resolution.”

“I capture all the moments worth
remembering during the holidays.”

Leroy Altoid
6TH YEAR

Cellular McRingly

Jangle Briggs

SENIOR

JUNIOR

“I serve as a means of communica
tion between family members and
loved ones who can not be together
for the holidays.”

“I am instrumental in the plans of
almost everyone traveling for the
holidays.”
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“I am here to freshen the breath
of everyone kissing underneath the
mistletoe.”

